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A theorem of Gaschutz is used to prove:
Let T be a homomorphism of the distributively generated near-ring R with identity element and descending chain condition for left modules, x have finite kernel, and U(R) be the group of units of R ; then V(Rx) = U(R)T .
Furthermore it is shown that the finiteness condition for ker T can be dropped in the case of R being a ring.
Gaschutz [3] has proved the following theorem: This version of the theorem will enable us to obtain a result on distributive^ generated near-rings with identity element and descending chain condition for left modules by viewing these near-rings as operator groups the operators being the left-multiplications by distributive elements. We start with a few definitions.
A near-ring R with identity is an algebra with two binary operations + and • called addition and multiplication such that R is a (not necessarily abelian) group under addition and a monoid under multiplication, satisfying one distributive law
0 will denote the zero-element of the additive group, 1 the identity element of the multiplicative monoid of R .
We say that R i s distributively generated i f there exists a set S of elements in R such that S generates R additively and 8(a+b) = sa + sb for a l l s e X , a,b e R . 
THEOREM. Let R be a distributively generated near-ring with identity element, satisfying the descending chain condition for left modules. Let T be a near-ring homomorphism of R such that ker T is finite and let U(R) , U(RT) be the groups of units of R and RT respectively. Then U(R)T = U(Ri) .
Proof. Let S be a set of additive, distributive generators and consider R as an S-group. Since Sx is a set of distributive generators, 
